
An investigation of the firearms of the early struggles in America yields various results. Besides the simple and direct one of rejuvenating a long lost knowledge are others of greater importance. What are the best books for a firearms enthusiast? From collecting and categorizing to long-range shooting and cleaning, there's a book for basically every area of guns and their history. Below we've provided links to the most popular gun books - which cover the history of firearms, current technology, valuations.

From collecting and categorizing to long-range shooting and cleaning, there's a book for basically every area of guns and their history. Below we've provided links to the most popular gun books which cover the history of firearms, current technology, valuations, gunsmithing, and hunting. Blue Book of Gun Values. Firearms An Illustrated Guide. Virtually every reference book on Confederate arms collecting written in the past 65 years contains examples from the Young Collection. Cliff was an early associate and friend of the late William A. Albaugh and Dr. John Murphy, both legendary collectors and authors, and like Cliff, authorities on Confederate weapons. Late in his 4. Historic firearms and early militaria.Â  $1,500 - $2,500 10. Historic firearms and early militaria. 18 Ivory Grip Percussion Knife Pistol .22 caliber with 4â€ round barrel and 3.375â€ spear point knife blade. Blued finish with German silver mounts and ivory pistol gripped scales.